This paper presents a systematic investigation of the basic axioms of the theory of E0L forms, in particular it continues the research from Rozenberg and Verraedt. Three new interpretation mechanisms--fixed, terminal fixed and nonterminal fixed interpretations--are introduced and extensively studied. When compared with terminal invariant and nonterminal invariant interpretations from Rozenberg and Verraedt these interpretations constitute a natural "next step" towards increasing the similarity of the "master" E0L form with its interpretations. In particular it is shown that each (ordinary) E0L family is a nonterminal fixed E0L family. It is also proved that for each of the new defined interpretation mechanisms the form equivalence problem is undecidable.
INTRODUCTION
The theory of L forms constitutes today a quite vigorously investigated fragment of formal language theory (see, e.g., , 1978a , b and 1979 . The theory of L forms tries to describe mathematically the notion of similarity between two L systems. In the original approach initiated in , the notion of similarity is quite rigid as far as the role of nonterminal and terminal symbols is concerned: Terminals give rise to terminals and nonterminals give rise to nonterminals. This approach was extended in Maurer et al. (1979) to consider pure interpretations and in Rozenberg and Verraedt to consider terminal invariant and nonterminal invariant interpretations. Those inter-pretations differ from (ordinary) interpretations as follows. Pure interpretations extend ordinary interpretations in the sense that they allow terminals to be interpreted as both terminals and nonterminals and they allow nonterminals to be interpreted as both terminals and nonterminals. Terminal invariant interpretations leave this "freedom" for nonterminals only: Terminal symbols must be interpreted as terminal symbols only. Dually, nonterminal invariant interpretations require that nonterminals can be interpreted as nonterminals only. Thus in comparison to pure interpretations, terminal and nonterrninal invariant interpretations form a restriction aimed at increasing the similarity between the "master" form and its interpretations. Finally, ordinary interpretations are the most restrictive; one requires that terminals are interpreted as terminals only and nonterminals are interpreted as nonterminals only.
Following this line of research we consider even more restrictive interpretations: those where each terminal gives rise to one terminal only and those where each nonterminal gives rise to one nonterminal only (without loss of generality we can assume that each nonterminal is interpreted as itself only). In this way we get terminal fixed (tf) and nonterminal fixed (ntf) interpretations, respectively; if an interpretation is both tf and ntf then we say that it is a fixed (f) interpretation.
Those interpretations are studied in our paper. The paper is organized as follows.
In Section I we establish the basic terminology and notation for this paper.
In Section II we compare the families of language families obtained by applying fixed, terminal fixed, nonterminaI fixed and ordinary interpretations of E0L forms. To get the full picture, we also investigate the role of erasing and synchronization in E0L forms by restricting ourselves to considering EPOL, sEOL and sEPOL forms under fixed, terminal fixed, nonterminal fixed and ordinary interpretations.
In Section III we prove that for all three new defined interpretation mechanisms the form equivalence problem is undecidable, i.e., it is undecidable whether tx(F ) = Sx(ff ) for arbitrary E0L forms F and ff and x C {f, tf, ntf}.
In the last section we investigate goodness and completeness of E0L forms under f-, tf-and ntf-interpretations.
I. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of the theory of E0L systems and E0L forms (see, e.g., Rozenberg and Salomaa, 1980) . To establish the notation for this paper we recall now briefly some basic notions of this theory.
(i) For a set X, #X denotes the cardinality of X and if X is a finite nonempty set of integers, then max(X) denotes its maximum. We consider only finite alphabets.
(ii) A denotes the empty word; given a word x, Ix I denotes its length, mir x the mirror image of x and alph x denotes the set of letters occurring in X.
(iii) For a language K, alph K = (..)x~Kalph x and the length set of K, denoted LS(K) , is defined by LS(K) = {Ixl : x E K}.
Two languages K 1 , K 2 are said to be equal if K 1 kA {A } = K 2 t..) {A }. We assume that each class of languages we consider contains the empty language.
(iv) An E0L system G is a 4-tuple G = (V, 22,P, S), where V is an alphabet, 22 c_ V is called the set of terminals, the elements of V~22 are called nonterminals, S ~ V~22 is the axiom and P is a finite set of pairs (a, x) with a E V and x C V* such that for each a E V at least one such pair is in P. An element p = (a, x) of P is called a production and is usually written as a ~ x. a ~ x is called an a-production and the fact that a ~ x belongs to P is often abbreviated as a ~F x.
If in each production of G the right-hand side differs from A then we say that G is a propagating E0L system abbreviated as EPOL system.
We also define max r(G)= max{Ix] : a~px}.
In the sequel E0L systems will be often depicted by listing their productions. Then, unless explicitly stated otherwise, upper case letters denote nonterminals, lower case letters terminals, and the axiom will be denoted by S.
(v) Let G = (V, 22, P, S) be an E0L system and let n >/1. For words x=ala 2 ... a n with ai~ V for 1 <.i<<.n and y= YlY2 "'" Y, with yiC V* o for l~i~<n we writex=~yifa i~eyifor l~i~<n. We write x=>G x for every xE V* and, for n/> 1, x=~ y if for some z C V*, x=~cz=~ -1 y. We write x ~+ y (respectively x =>G* Y) if x =>t y for some t > 0 (t >/0 respectively).
To avoid cumbersome notation we will often write =~, =~+, =~* and ~t rather than =~G, =~+, =~* and =~, respectively, whenever G is understood from the context.
Finally an E0L system is said to be synchronized (abbreviated sEOL system) if for every a C Z', a ~+ x implies x ~ 22*.
(vi) Let G = (V, 22, P, S) be an E0L system. A derivation in G is a sequence of words (Xo,Xl,...,Xn) , n>/1 such that S=xo, Xo~ax 1, x 1 :*Gx2, ..., x, _~ ~Gx, ,  together with a precise description of how all the occurrences in x i are rewritten to obtain xi+ 1, O~i~n-1.
Such a description can be formalized (see, e.g., Rozenberg and Salomaa, 1980) . As usual, to avoid a cumbersome notation we specify a derivation D by D: x 0 =>axl =~a "'" ~axn, whenever it does not lead to a confusion.
The
is defined by Ix Z*: S * x}.
(vi) A substitution r defined on some alphabet zl is called a dflsubstitution (disjointfinite letter-substitution) if r(a) is a finite set of symbols for each a G A and r(a) ~ r(fl) = 0 for a ~ fl, a, fl E A.
For a rift-substitution r and a set of productions P, we define r(P) = {Yl ~ Y2 :x, 7x2, Yl E r(xl) and Y2 ~ r(Xz)}.
An E0L form is just an E0L system. We mostly use the name "form" to indicate that we consider properties on the level of language families whereas the name "system" will be used whenever we consider properties on the language level. In the sequel, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we will not distinguish between symbols and occurrences of symbols; this, however, should not lead to a confusion.
For unexplained notions we refer to Rozenberg and Salomaa (1980) . We turn now to some basic notions of this paper.
DEFINITION. Let F = (V, Z, P, S), F' = (V', X', P', S') be E0L forms, let /2 be a dfl-substitution on V and let X be an alphabet. F' is called an X-fixed interpretation ofF (modulo/2), abbreviated F' <~xr F~u), if
We abbreviate F' <~xfF~) to F' <~xrF if/2 is understood. To avoid a cumbersome notation and terminology, we will also somewhat informally use <~xf to denote the "general" Xf-relation between forms; this, however, should not lead to a confusion. The following cases are of special interest.
(a) X= V. Then we write F' <JfF(,u) instead ofF' <~vfF@) and we say that F' is a fixed interpretation ofF (modulo/2).
(b) X=2L Then we write F' <JtrF~u) instead ofF' <JzrF(/2) and we say that F' is a terminal fixed interpretation ofF (modulo#) .
(c) X = V~X. Then we write F' <3ntfF(ff) instead of F' <3(v~)fF(fl ) and we say that F' is a nonterminalfixed interpretation o f f (modulo g).
(d) X = ¢i. Then we write F' ~ F(p) instead of F' <:3,~fF(]t) and we say that F' is an (ordinary) interpretation o f f (modulo p) (see .
In the sequel we will often abbreviate phrases "fixed interpretations," "terminal fixed interpretations" and "nonterminal fixed interpretations" as "f-interpretations," "if-interpretations" and "ntf-interpretations," respectively.
By carrying over the standard terminology and notation from the theory of (ordinary interpretations of) E0L forms we get the following.
Let F be an E0L form and let x denote either f, tf, ntf or the empty word. Then ~x(F) denotes the x-grammatical family o f F and is defined by ~'x(F) {F' :F' <1 x F}. L,e~(F) denotes the x-(language)family generated by F and is defined by S~( F ) = {L(F'):F' <~xF}.
Two E0L forms F~ and F 2 are termed to be xform equivalent if Sx(F 0 = S~(F2).
Let ~' be a subclass of the class of all E0L forms. Then we define the quadratic x-language family of W, denoted as -~( f f ) , by t~( f f ) = {S~(F) : F E ~ }. In case W = ~=(F) for some E0L form F, we usually write S~(F) instead of f~(~) . Thus S~( F ) = {S~(F') : V' <~ F} and we say that S~(F) is the quadratic x-language family generated by F.
A property shared by most interpretation relations studied for E0L forms is that they are decidable and transitive (see, e.g., Wood). The following lemma and its corollary summarizes the decidability and transitivity properties of the X-fixed interpretation relation.
(ii) ~x f is not transitive, meaning that there ex&t EOL forms F, F', F" and an alphabet X such that F' <lxrF, F" <~xfF' but it is not true that F" <Z]xfF.
Proof. Let F, F', F" be E0L forms, p, and X, Y such that F'<axfF(#) , g ( X )~Y and F"<lrfF'(fi). Then Points (i) and (iii) are obvious. We only prove (ii). Let Obviously F' <~lalfF and F" <ltalfF' but F" <llalfF does not hold. (ii) y2(EOL) __ tEf(EOL).
Proof (i) Let F = (11, 27, P, S) be an E0L form. Let V t = {a t : a E V~Z}, {E} be such that V, V t and {E} are pairwise disjoint. Let h be the homomorphism on V* defined by h(a) = a if a C 27 and h(a) = atE if a ~ V~27. 
Observe that L(G) = L(F).
We now prove that S(F)= Yntf(G). 
From (a) and (b), -~ntf(G)=-~(F) follows. Since F was an arbitrary E0L form, we have t(F)E Jzntr(EOL ) and hence dZ(EOL)___.Lf2ntf(EOL), which ends the proof of (i).
(ii) Can be proved using the same construction as under (i). II Remark. It is instructive to notice how important role pseudoterminals (see Ainhirn, 1979) and erasing productions play in the proof of the above result.
LEMMA II.3. (i) Let F be an E0L form and let K1, K 2 E .~¢~(F), where
(ii) There exists an E0L form F and languages K1,K z @ S~tr(F ),
(ii) d~f(sEPOL)\t~(EOL ) 4: ¢.
Proof. (i) Let F be the E0L form from the proof of (ii) of Lemma II.3. Clearly L~ntr(F ) E S2tf(sEPOL). The fact that Sntf(F ) ~ .~2(EOL) is proved as follows. Assume to the contrary that tntf(F ) = .~a(G) for an E0L form G. Then Lemma II.3(i) and the proof of Lemma II.3(ii) yield the desired contradiction.
(ii) Let F be the E0L form defined by the following productions:
S ~ AS, S ~ A,A ~ A,A-* a,a~ N,N~ N.
Clearly .~te(F)E LftZf(sEPOL) and .~tf ( (i) This is proved by contradiction as follows. Assume that F-~ (V,~,P,S), -~ntf(F)=-~(EOL) and for no A E V~2~, A--*eA. Let n > max r(F), and let k be any integer greater than the number of nonterminals of F.
(Of a given length there can be several derivation Dj of wj = aj derivations in F of the same word.)
We must have Di: S =~*' F Ui_ =>e' ws = a7 j. implies ai=~e,A and ai~e,a J for an s, 0 < s < n, hence a i ~F, aj, a contradiction. Thus u s contains at least one nonterminal. For every j, 1 <~ j < k, let A s denote an arbitrary but fixed nonterminal of u s. Since for no A E V~Z, A ~e A, Aj-~ x s is a production of F' for some xj E a 7, for 1 ~< j ~< k. Since k exceeds the number of nonterminals of F and since F' <3ntfF, there must exist Jl,J2, 1 <.Jl < J2 <. k such that Ajl =Aj2. Then 
S=~*,ujI=~F, WEL(F')=L(H),
where {aj,,aj2}c_alphw; a contradiction.
(ii) .~ntf(F)= L~(EOL) implies that F cannot be synchronized, which is proved as follows. Assume to the contrary that F is an sEOL form such that S~tr(F ) = S(EOL). Let t denote the number of nonterminals of F and let r = max r(F). Then Clearly each K E ~ntf(F) contains at least two different words (of length one). That -~ntf(F)~-~2ntf(sEOL ) is proved by contradiction as follows.
Assume that ~ntf(F)=S~ntf(G ) for an sEOL form G. Then there is a
Denote the set of productions used in D by P1. Clearly b has no production in P1; therefore add an arbitrary b-production, b ~ x from P' to PI. If a ~ alph x does not have yet a production in P1, add an arbitrary a-production from P' to P1 • Proceeding this way we finally get an ntf-interpretation G" of G such that L(G") = {b}; a contradiction. II Based on the above results we get the following relationship diagram. 
Note that b=~,b 2 is impossible since then L(G') would be infinite. Proof. (i) SEf(sEPOL)= f~f(sEOL) can be proved in the same way as S2(sEOL) = f2(sEPOL) is proved in .
(ii) S~(EPOL)\t2(sEOL) 4= •.
Proof. (i) This can be proved similarly to (i) of Lemma II.6.
(ii) This can be proved similarly to (ii) of Lemma II.6. II
The following theorem summarizes the relationships between the tfquadratic families and f-quadratic families of EOL, EPOL, sEOL and sEPOL forms.
,,,~:r(EOL) To put the above results in the proper perspective we will consider now the relationship between ordinary, fixed, terminal fixed and nonterminal fixed language families generated by the same, but arbitrary, E0L form. We get the following result.
(ii) There exists an E0L form F such that fntf(F)=t (F) and <f(r) = t,<r). We end this section by pointing out a connection between X-fixed and Xuniform interpretations (see Maurer et al., 1978a, and Rozenberg, 1978) . Roughly speaking if F is an E0L form, X is a set of symbols and we consider X-uniform interpretations, then a production ao-4 ala 2 ... an, n >l 1, a i letters for 1 ~< i~< n, is interpreted in such a way that If a i E X (1 ~< i ~< n) is interpreted by fl, then also all other (II.2) occurrences of a i in aoa 1 ... a n must be interpreted by ft.
For instance, if a ~ X, then a -4 aa can be interpreted under X-uniform interpretation as b --+ bb but not as a --* ba.
Note that (II.2) is also valid for X-fixed interpretations. This provides a natural connection between X-fixed and X-uniform interpretations. However, X-fixed interpretations are even more restrictive because if a i E X is interpreted as fl then all occurrences of symbols a t in the whole production set must be interpreted as ft.
We turn now to investigate the relationship between X-fixed and Xuniform interpretations. 
III. DECIDABILITY
Vast majority of Undecidable properties of formal languages and grammars are proved by using a (more or less ingenious) coding of a Post correspondence problem (abbreviated PCP). In the case of E0L forms the coding of a PCP into a master form F in such a way that it is "preserved" in (almost) all forms resulting by an interpretation of F seems to be a difficult matter. The difficulty stems from the fact that while taking an interpretation of F one may leave out an arbitrary subset of productions of F (providing that the completeness condition is satisfied). In this way the "intended" coding of an instance of PCP in F is easily destroyed. For this reason there are very few results known concerning the undecidability of the question "tx(F ) = L~x(F1)?" where x is an interpretation mechanism and F, F~ are arbitrary E0L forms. Perhaps the only known result in this direction is that the above question is undecidable when x is the full terminal uniform interpretation mechanism (see Maurer et al., 1978a) . In this case, in addition to the uniform restriction, one needs the full restriction just to avoid the difficulty outlined above.
In this section we consider the form equivalence problem for fixed, terminal fixed and nonterminal fixed interpretations of E0L forms. In all cases this problem turns out to be undecidable. We believe that the technique of coding PCP into E0L forms we propose is suite novel and perhaps may be used to show the undecidability of some other problems concerning E0L forms.
We start with the following lemma. 
. * (mir v'z) * (mir v't) * (mir v) * (mir vk) ,... • (mir v2) * (mir vl) E L(F)~(F').
Proof. Let F and F' be as in the statement of the lemma. First of all observe that If aIph L(F')~ {a, b, *, $} or $3~ *$1" is not in P', the lemma trivially holds. Therefore without loss of generality we can assume that
{S ~ S1, SI ~ S2, S3 ~ *$*, S3 ~ *SI*, a ~ a, b-~ b, * ~ *, $--+ $} ~ P '.
We consider now all remaining cases of P'~ P and for each case we indicate a pair (u, v) for which the lemma holds.
(1) There are x,y,z,z 'C{a,b},z~z' such that {S2~xAx, A~yAy, A ~ zBz', B ~ $3} is not a subset of P'. Let then (u, v) = (xyz, xyz').
(2) There are x, x', y, z C {a, b}, x 4: x' such that {S z ~ xBx', B ~ yB, B--* Bz} is not a subset of P'. Let then (u, v)= (xy, x'z). 
Let GK,L = (VvU (]tm=lpi(Vi), {a, b, *, $}, P U Uimlpi(Pi), S). Observe that if we set Go=(VF,{a,b,*,$},P,S ) and for l~i<~rn, Gi= ~ui(Vi), {a,b, *, $},P;(
Pi), S) then L(Gx,L) = 0 L(Gi). II (IIL1) i=o LEMMA III.2.
_~r(FK,L) G.~r(GK,L) if and only if (K,L ) has no solution. Proof Let F~, L <~fFK,L@ ). Then F~, L = (V~, L, 22), L, P~,L, S). Clearly P' --P'UP'(K,L;F), where P' results from P and P'(K,L;F) results

K ,L --from P(K,L;F).
Without loss of generality we assume P' contains all terminal productions of P~:,L. Let F' denote the E0L form resulting from F~, L by removing the productions of P'(K,L;F) and by replacing each terminal a by /t-a(a) (terminal and nonterminal alphabets are defined implicitly).
la(L(F') ) = la(L(F)) ~ L4r(G~,L).
(iv) Now assume that (K, L) has a solution. 
Then we prove that L(FK,L)q~-~r(GK,L) by contradiction as follows. Assume that L(FK,L) C -g4~(GK,L). Then
there is a G'~,L <~r GK,L(V) such that L(G'K,L) = L(FK,L).
. • (mir vn2 ) • (mir vn) ~ L(FK,L).
Because of (Ill. 
U{a,b,*,$,S}, {a,b,*,$},PUP(K,L;F)UUt'mI~i(PU
, i=1
P(K,L;F)),S). For l ~i<~l.m let F~=(V~¢)U{a,b,*,$,S}, {a,b,*,$}, /.t~(PUP(K,L;F)),S) and let Vo = (v~O) U {a, b, *, $, S}, {a,b,*,$}, P U P(K, L; F), S).
Let Go= (VF,{a,b,*,$},P,S ) and for l<~i<~l.m, i=nl.l+n 2, 0 < n2<l, let Gi= (V}, {a, b, *, $}, lxi(Q, l+lUR, 2) ,S), where I1,'. are defined implicitly. Finally let (7/c.L be the E0L form which results from the G;, 0 < i < l. m by taking the union of their productions.
Obviously If (K, L) has no solution then there exists a functionf from {0, 1 ..... k} into {0, 1 ..... l-m} which is injective such that
and thus L(F')E-~f(G~,L). If (K, L) has a solution one can easily prove (analogously to the proof of Lemma III.2) the existence of a language in .L#f(ff~,L)\tr(GK,L).
Since tr(Gr,L)_~ Sf(ffr,L) we have now the following result. Sf(FK,L)= Sf(tTK,L) if and only if (K, L) has no solution. Then following the reasoning of the proof of Theorem III.1 the above property yields the theorem. II We also have the following corollary.
COROLLARY III. 1. (i) /t is undecidable whether or not L~tf(F ) = ttr(ff ) for arbitrary E0L forms F and ft.
(ii) It is undecidable whether or not .~tf(F) ~_ ttr(ff) for arbitrary E0L forms F and ft.
Proof. Obviously (i) implies (ii). But (i) follows from Theorem III.2 and the fact that S~(EOL)~_.~r(EOL) (see Lemma II.2). | Next we turn to the decidability of ntf-form equivalence for E0L forms. Proof If this question would be decidable, the ntf-form equivalence for E0L forms would also be decidable. II We conclude this section by the following remark. It is easily seen that all the E0L forms used in proofs of our undecidability results of this section were essentially linear context free forms under strict interpretations (see Maurer et al., 1980) . In this way all our results from this section concerning E0L forms carry over to the analogous results concerning context free forms under strict interpretations.
IV. GOODNESS AND COMPLETENESS
The notions of a good E0L form and a complete E0L form are standard and central notions of the theory of E0L forms. We study these notions now in the framework of fixed, terminal fixed and nonterminal fixed interpretations.
We start by considering the notion of goodness.
DEFINITION. Let F be an E0L form and let x denote either f, tf, ntf or the empty word. 
(i) F has only one S-production. Moreover this unique production is of the form S-+ x where x E S*, x contains at least two occurrences of the same symbol and x=> + w implies Iwl > Ixl.
(ii) S2,tf(F)=d2(G)for an E0L form G and {w}@t(G) with Iwl>~2.
(iii) S2ntr(F) = fZ(G) for an EOL form G which is bad.
Then F is ntf-bad.
Proof. (i) Let F be as in the statement of the theorem and assume that condition (i) holds. That F is ntf-bad is proved by contradiction. Assume F is ntf-good. Then let V= {~7:aC V}, VA V=ql and let h denote the homomorphism on V* defined by h(a)=c7 for a E V. Then define H= (Vt,_JV, Z, fi, S) ,
Observe that each nonempty language of .~ntf(n) contains at least one word w of length Ix I containing at least two occurrences of the same letter.
(IV.l) Since F is assumed to be ntf-good, there must be an F' <7]ntfF such that L~ntf(F' ) = Lfntf(H ). Let F'~ (V',Z',P',S) . Consider a production S~y of P', where y=blb2...b s, biEZ' for l <~i<~s. Let A={al, a2, ..., as}, ANV'=qt. Then define F" = (IT' U A, Z' U A, P", S) ~ ntr F', where P" = (P'\{S ~ z: S~e,z})U {S+ala 2 ... as}U U~=l {ai~x: bi~e,x}.
Then L(F") E ~ntf(f t) = ~ntf(g) but ala 2 ... a s is the only word of length [x I in L(F") , which contradicts (IV.l). Hence F must be ntf-bad.
(ii) Let F be as in the statement of the theorem and assume that condition (ii) holds. That F is ntf-bad is proved by contradiction. Obviously _~ntf(H) c ~C~(G) ___ ~ntf(F). Since F is assumed to be ntf-good, -~ntf(H)-----~ntf(F t) for an F' <~,tfF. Since S2ntf(F)= S2(G) it must be that ~-Pntf(F')=Y(G') for a G'<~G.
Then ~ntf(n)=f(G'). But if {bl,b2 ..... bk}~ {a~,aE,...,ak} =¢ then {ala 2 ... ak, b~b2 ... bk} E f(G') = 2~ntr(H); a contradiction.
(iii) Let F be as in the statement of the theorem and assume that condition (iii) holds. That F is ntf-bad is proved by contradiction as follows. Assume that F is ntf-good.
Let t(H) c f(G). Using the construction of the proof of Lemma 11.2 one finds an H such that t(H) = ~ntf(/-I). Clearly ~ntf(/-t) ~ .~47(G) ~ -~ntf(F)
and so the ntf-goodness of F implies the existence of an F' <z]ntfF such that S~tf(/7 ) = Sntf(F' ). Also .L/~2ntf(F ) =-~-¢2(G) yields the existence of a G' <1 G such that S~tf(F' ) = S(G'). Thus for each E0L family Y(H)___ S(G) there exists a G' <:1 G such that t(H) = S(G'); this contradicts the fact that G is bad. Hence F must be ntf-bad. II
The following example illustrates an application of Theorem IV. 1. EXAMPLE IV.1.
Ft: S -~ aa, a ~ aa;
F2: S ~ sE, s ~ sE, s ~ ssE, s ~ a, a ~ sE, E~A; F3: S ~a,a~ N,N~ N. It is easy to see that F 1, F 2, F 3 satisfy respectively (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem IV.1. Hence F 1, F 2 and F 3 are all ntf-bad. II It is instructive to observe the following.
(1) For no w C L(F1), w =>+1 W holds and so by Ainhirn (1980) we have that F 1 is bad.
(2) F 2 is good because .~z~2(F2)= t2(EOL).
(3) F 3 is bad because it is synchronized (see Maurer et al., 1978b) . The following simple example illustrates a subtle difference between ntf-good and ntf-bad forms. EXAMPLE IV.2.
Fl: S ~ a, a -~ a; F2: S -~ a, a -~ S.
One can easily see that F 1 is ntf-good and F 2 is ntf-bad (to see that consider H: S -~ a, a -, b, b -~ N, N-~ N). Also observe that F 1 and F 2 are good E0L forms (see Maurer et al., 1978b ).
We will demonstrate now the existence of if-good, f-good, if-bad and f-bad E0L forms.
In the sequel whenever we write X=r Y then we mean the closure of X under renamings (bijective codings) equals the closure of Y under renamings. EXAMPLE IV.3. The following E0L forms are if-good and f-good. The following theorem provides a relationship between (ntf,-)-goodness ((-, ntf)-goodness respectively) and ntf-goodness (goodness respectively). THEOREM IV.2. Let F be an E0L form.
(i) F is (ntf, -)-good if and only if F is ntf-good and t(F) = Sntr(F ).
(ii) F is good implies F is (-, ntf)-good but in general the converse does not necessarily holds.
Proof (i) Assume that F is (ntf,-)-good. Since .~.tf(F)_ d(F), the definition yields that F is ntf-good. Consider d(F). Using construction of the proof of Lemma II.2 we get d(F)= L,a~tf(H)___ t(F) for an E0L form H. Then the (ntf, -)-goodness of F implies the existence of an F' <QntfF such that Sntf(H ) = L~ntf(F' ). Thus t(F) = .~ntf(F') _____ dntf(F ) __ d(F), which implies that t(F)=Lfntr(F ). Conversely, let F be ntf-good and let L~(F) = L~,tf(F ). Let d, tf(H ) _ d(F) = _~tf(F). Then the ntf-goodness of F implies the existence of an F' <~ntfF with .Lfntf(H) =..~vntf(F'). Hence F is (ntf, -)-good.
(ii) That F is good implies F is (-, ntf)-good follows from the fact that S, tf(F ) _c d(F) and from the definitions.
To see that in general the converse does not hold, let F be the E0L form defined by the following productions: S -~ a, a -~ SS.
One can easily see that for no wEL(F), w~ + w and so by Ainhirn (1980) , F is bad. Observe that for all nonempty languages K 1 , K: E S.tr (F) where alph K 1 n alph K 2 = 4, K1 U K 2 ~ -~ntf(F). The above observation and Lemma II.3 then imply F is (-, ntf)-good. II
In the second part of this section we consider complete E0L forms in the framework of fixed, terminal fixed and nonterminal fixed interpretations. DEFINITION. Let F be an E0L form and let x denote either f, tf, ntf or the empty word. F is called x-complete if -~x(F)= d(EOL) and F is called xvomplete if F is x-complete and x-good. II Observe that clearly no E0L form is f-complete or tf-complete and hence no E0L form is f-vomplete or tf-vomplete. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that for each E0L form F, K @ fr(F ) (K E L~tf(F ) respectively), # alph K <~ # alph L(F). Therefore we restrict our attention to ntfinterpretations. The following lemma and theorem state that each E0L form which is ntf-complete must contain at least two nonterminals. (S(LIN) denotes the family of linear languages.) LEMMA IV. 1. Let F= ({S}US,,F,,P,S) .
Then there exists a language
Proof. Let F be as in the statement of the lemma. The lemma is proved by contradiction as follows.
Assume that S~tf(F )_t(LIN). Let k> maxr(F)+ 1 and let K = {a k} U {bne": n > k}. Then the above assumption yields the existence of an F' = (V', 22', P', S) <~ ntrF such that L(F')= K. Clearly (ii) There exists an E0L form F= ({S,E t U X, X,P, S) such that S~nt f(F ) = _~(EOL).
Proof. (i) Follows immediately from Lemma IV. 1.
(ii) Consider the E0L form G: S ~ S, S ~ SS, S -~ a, a -} S.
It is well known (see, e.g., that t(G)= d(EOL). Then construct F = ({S, E, S t, a}, {S t , a}, P, S) as in Lemma II.2.
P consists of the following productions:
S ~ StE, S t ~ StE, S t ~ StEStE, S t --* a, a ~ StE, E ~ A.
Then f(G) = L-P~tf(F) = S(EOL). II
The restriction to ntf-interpretations restricts techniques available for E0L forms to simulate each other (see, e.g., the simulation lemmas from . This is illustrated by the following example. EXAMPLE IV.5. Consider the following two E0L forms.
FI: S -'-} a 2, S --} a 3, S -+ a 4, a ~ N, N-N;
F2: S--} AA,A -~ a,A --} a 2, a-~ N,N--} N.
One can easily verify that each production of F 1 is simulated in two steps in F 2 and each derivation of length two in fi'2 starting with S, a or N corresponds to a production of F 1 . Moreover in all these simulations in intermediate steps occur only nonterminal letters (for precise statements concerning simulatiorL see Ehrenfeucht, Rozenberg and Verraedt; Maurer, et aL, 1977, and Wood) Proof. The theorem is proved by contradiction. Assume F ----(I1, X, P, S) is an E0L form such that .~2tf(F ) = dn2tf(EOL).
Let k > #V and let n~, nz,..., n k > max r(F) + 1 be distinct prime numbers. Then consider the E0L form H defined by the following productions: Since F is assumed to be ntf-complete, there exist F" <3ntfF t <3ntfF such that L(F")=L(H) and S, tf(F')=Sntf(H ). Let F"=(V",Z",P",S"). For 1 ~< i ~< k consider in F" derivations D/of ant, X: ~ a7 i.
Di: S" F''" ' F"
Clearly x t contains at least one occurrence of a symbol which contributes a nonempty subword to aT;. Let a/denote such an occurrence. We then have that for 1 <~i<~k, a/~z t are productions of F". Let F" <3 ntfF(fl). Since k exceeds the number of symbols in F there exist indices 1 ~< i 1 < i2 ~ k such that fi-l(ail ) =fi-l(ah).
(i) In case aq, a h are nonterminals, we must have a h = a/2 and thus a h ~ z h, all ~ zt2 are two different ai -productions of F". Then easily a word w with {ah, ah}_ alph w can be derived in F", which contradicts the fact that L
(F") = L(H).
(ii) aq,ai2 are terminals. 
